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0. Introduction

This paper examines the structure of the noun phrase in Alsea, an extinct language of the Oregon coast, with particular attention to the behavior of a clitic occurring in second position within the NP. I will first present the basic facts and then consider an appropriate formal analysis. Since this analysis is based on incomplete data limited by the contents of the available texts, there are certain issues which cannot be resolved definitively. The basic facts, however, are clear and interesting enough to warrant an attempt at a formal treatment.

1. The noun phrase

The Alsea noun phrase has the following basic structure, where [s] and [a] are elements which will be explained later:

(a) DETERMINER modifier-[i] [s]-noun

The determiner further has the following composition:

(b) DEICTIC-REFERENTIAL

In addition, the entire phrase may be preceded by an ergative case marker. These elements will be discussed in the sections below.

1.1 The referential [s] and the deictic

A noun can occur by itself; generally this is in a nonreferential, generic use:

(1) p-su-wí t-u-wí-ts-ayu-sx-am
    2pS-wind TKL-become-TRL-REFL-INTR
    "Turn into winds!" (34.1)

By far the most common case, however, is to have both a deictic and the referential present. There are three deictic prefixes relevant here, of the forms [s], [ku], and [ta, to]. They indicate the position of the noun in physical space but also seem to serve discourse functions as well: since their precise meaning is not important for the present purpose, they will all be glossed DEI. Following the deictic element is the referential [s]. Together they form a determiner which precedes the noun:

(2) t-i-t-su-yys-x ku-s cutáys
    see-CMPL DEI-REF salmon
    "No saw a salmon." (106.10)

Occasionally a noun is found without the referential [s] but with a deictic marker. Often these examples are in quoted speech and refer to characters in a story. It is assumed that this omission serves some pragmatic function, since under normal circumstances an object must be referential in order for its location in space to be specified.

There are also a few examples of the referential [s] without a deictic. This may at times be a reduction of [as], but in some cases such as [a-la-hwi] 'the world, the earth' the vowel is nearly always omitted and the entire phrase may be lexicalized. In this particular case it seems reasonable to omit the deictic since 'the earth' is always in the same place.

Deictics can also be added directly to emphatic pronouns, though this use is not common since the position of, say, the speaker is generally obvious.

In this context the deictic is probably motivated by the emphasis of the speaker on his physical location.

1.2. The possessive pronouns

In all of the examples above, the referential [s] can be replaced by a first- or second-person possessive pronoun. The possessive pronoun and the referential never cooccur, presumably because for a thing to be possessed it must be referential (i.e. the NP must have a specific referent). In other words, the possessive pronouns are really more specific variants of the referential:

Often the possessive pronoun occurs without any deictic, probably because the indication of the possessor is usually sufficient to identify the referent without specifying its location.
1.3. The third-person possessive

The remarks above with regard to the first- and second-person possessive pronouns are largely true of the third-person possessive circumfix [c-]. The initial element [c] appears prefixed to the noun, while the final [ŋ] appears suffixed to the noun. Most frequently there is no deictic:

(9) c-háy-ŋ
    POSS-mind-POSS
    'his mind' (86.15)

It appears that historically the initial [c] may come from the deictic-referential [taŋ], but synchronically this [c] is simply required in order to mark a noun as possessed by a third person. Interestingly, though, it seems to have retained its referential meaning and is thus parallel to the possessive pronouns: no referential [s] cooccurs with either of them. Thus one finds the simple deictic, including the possible cognate [taŋ], attached directly to [c]:

(10) ku-c-táŋ-ŋ
    DEI-POSS-father-POSS
    'his father' (70.14)

(11) tā-c-táŋ-ŋ
    DEI-POSS-head-POSS
    'his head' (120.25)

If a noun indicating the possessor is present, then it generally occurs before the possessed noun (which is marked with the circumfix). In this case the referential [s] does appear at the beginning of the NP, but it seems to refer to the possessor and not the entire NP. This is because the head of the NP is already marked as referential by [c]:

(12) [[ a-s zámní ] [ c-taqúsín-ŋ ]
    DEI-REF whale POSS-skin-POSS
    'the whale's skin' (80.8)

Evidence that the initial deictic and referential refer only to the adjacent noun and not the whole NP comes from structures where the possessor appears after the possessed noun, in which case it is possible (but not necessary) to get deictic markers on both nouns:

(13) [ c-bík láy-ŋ ] [ ku-s ckwáitína
    POSS-actions-POSS  DEI-REF crane
    'the crane's actions' (72.36)

(14) [ a-c-mátañstiyu-ŋ-itx ] [ a-s tayácít
    DEI-POSS-chief-POSS-PL  DEI-REF villager
    'the chief of these villagers' (228.6)

The correct generalization seems to be that if the possessor precedes the head, then the NP as a whole is not marked with a deictic; if the possessor follows, then the head (and therefore the whole NP) can be marked. This restriction may be related to the proposed origin of [c] as a deictic and referential determiner. Note the similarity to the possessive pronouns, which also
generally occur without a deictic; the same explanation, that they are subtypes of the referential, plays a part with the third-person possessive as well.

With multiple possession the head comes to the right of its complement in each case:

(15) \[
\begin{align*}
& ([ k] u-s \ s[u]ku] \ [ c-q \"\'\&n-k] \ [ c-\&\&k-\&k]
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DEI-REF Suku} & \text{ POSS-son-POSS} \ \text{POSS-head-POSS}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{‘Suku’s son’s head’ (72.21)}
\]

Here again the determiner [kus] seems to refer just to the dependent noun [suku] and not to either of the possessed nouns. Unmodified nouns (including proper names) have a general requirement for a determiner, while nouns with [c, k] are already determined; thus the [kus] must refer to Suku, and must not refer to the other nouns. Compare the following example, where the possessive pronoun ‘my’ clearly must refer only to the first instance of ‘father’, because the second (the head of the NP) is possessed by the first:

(16) \[
\begin{align*}
& (si)n \ t\& \ c-t\&-k
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lgP father} & \text{ POSS-father-POSS}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{‘my father’s father’ (j66.38)}
\]

Since the referential and the possessive pronoun are in parallel structures in all ways examined so far, it seems reasonable to argue that in (12) and (15) as well the two are parallel and both modify the immediately adjacent N, not the higher argument NP.

1.4 The ergative

Nouns which serve as the subject of a transitive verb are preceded by the ergative marker [qa, xa]. This proclitic can occur with or without a deictic, but when it is used with a nonpronominial it (like deictics themselves) always seems to combine with the referential [sa] or one of its possessive substitutes:

(17) \[
\begin{align*}
& (xa-ku-s)n \ t\&mzd-u
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ERG-DEI-lgP} & \text{ child-PL}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{‘my children’ (86.17)}
\]

(18) \[
\begin{align*}
& qa-ku-s \ s\&q\&s\&s\&n
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ERG-DEI-REF} & \text{ skin}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{‘the skin’ (86.14)}
\]

Like a deictic, the ergative can be added directly to a pronoun, possessive [c], possessive pronoun, and referential [sa]:

(19) \[
\begin{align*}
& (xa-s)n \ q\&m\&h\&t
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ERG-lgP brother-in-law} & \text{ ‘my brother-in-law’ (118.31)}
\end{align*}
\]

(20) \[
\begin{align*}
& qa-c-m\&h\&c-jk
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ERG-POSS-boy-POSS} & \text{ ‘her son’ (214.10)}
\end{align*}
\]
(21) qa-ni-x
ERG-2sg
'you' (48.29)

(22) qa-s hitslam
ERG-REF person
'(you) people' (46.13)

It may be correct to say that the ergative always occurs with a deictic, since instases of [qa] are phonologically ambiguous between the simple ergative on the one hand and the ergative and an elided deictic [al] on the other. Not enough is understood of the use of the deictics to give direct contextual evidence for or against the underlying presence of the [a] in such cases.

The ergative comes at the beginning of the NP and not before the head, though of course ergativity is the property of an argument and thus of the head, not some dependent noun:

(23) xa-s klimclam c-tamxad-u-k
ERG-REF earth.person POSS-child-PL-POSS
'the children of the earth people' (104.18)

(24) qa-s ram'-ot s-k'w-i?
ERG-REF one-ADJ CSTR-canoe
'a certain canoe' (166.10)

In (23) the ergative [xa] refers to the entire NP, which is the subject of the sentence, while it seems best to say that the referential [s] refers to the immediately following noun, as discussed above. In fact, the underlying structure may be /xa-a-s/, where the /a-s/ refers to 'earth people' and /xa/, which is procliticized on the entire phrase, refers to the argument NP 'children of the earth people'.

1.5. Modifiers

The label 'modifier' given at the beginning of this paper refers to adjectives and numerals and occasionally nouns. The numerals (which seem to be a subclass of adjective) are always followed by the adjectival suffix [-t] when in attributive position. Adjectives used attributively generally also take this suffix but not always; the conditions determining its occurrence are not entirely clear to me, but it appears to be a lexical property of the adjective itself.

In addition to the adjectival [s] which is suffixed to the modifier, there is a formative [s] which appears prefixed to the following noun. This [s] can be found even when the [t] is absent. It is homophonous with the referential marker, and may historically be related to it, but since the two can cooccur, and are found in different places, it seems unreasonable to call them the same morpheme. Note, however, that a modified noun often occurs without a determinant, a fact which may be a result of this historical origin (more on this in section 3).
(25) xám-ät s-hîtslam  yâc-x
one-ADJ CSTR-person live-CMPL
There once lived a certain person.'(j72.19)

(26) ku-s xitk-it  s-mohâyt-u
DEI-REF two-ADJ CSTR-old.man-PL
'the two old men' (72.22)

(27) a-s kûk-t s-kîlu
DEI-REF ocean-ADJ CSTR-water
'the ocean water'

The last example shows a noun used as a modifier; this is much less common than the adjectives exemplified in (25) and (26). I have glossed the [s] as CSTR for construct, since its function is similar to that of the Semitic construct state, which marks a noun as being 'in construct with' a dependent noun. The Aisea morpheme indicates that the head noun is modified by the preceding word - whether adjective or noun.

Although in nearly every example this [s] occurs before a noun, this may be an accidental result of the fact that all the nouns have just one modifier. The one example I found of a noun with two attributive adjectives shows a somewhat different situation:

(28) qâväx-ași p-maʔaʔqayt-it s-hîtslam
high-ADJ CSTR-rich-ADJ CSTR-person
'a rich person living in the sky' (228.27)

It seems here that the clitic [a] is related to the adjective preceding it rather than to the word following it, which can be either a noun or another adjective. This notion receives support from the fact that certain modifiers (i.e. quantifiers) do not occur with this [s], though they do occur with the referential [a] found with desiccus:

(29) maqamin-t hîtslam
many-ADJ person
'many people' (j66.2)

(30) hamstíʔ-t-ax inckîs
all-ADJ-Zag5 thing
You [have seen] everything' (162.25)

(31) qa-s hamstíʔ hîtslam
ERG-REF all person
'all the people' (54.20)

The modifier [s] might thus be argued to be the type of clitic described by Klavans (1985) which is syntactically dependent on the previous word but phonologically dependent on the following. I will claim later, however, that the construct analysis is correct.

The modifier of the noun is considered a separate constituent for the placement of a second-position sentential clitic, such as those marking the
subject. That is, these clitics occur after the first word of the sentence, even if this involves splitting an argument:

(32) xâm'-t-ef s-mihu-dâys
one-ADJ-loc.CSTR-tribe
'We are one tribe' (204.29)

(33) qa-s ḫâk-m-awır b-hištîlam
ERG-REF two-ADJ-3duS CSTR-person
'two people [kept hitting the grass]' (46.7)

See also (30). Examples such as these, as well as the fact that they do not always cooccur, motivate the separation of [s] and [t] into different formatives, even though both are present due to the preceding modifier.

The possessive prefix [c] patterns with the construct [s] in that it is prefixed to the noun for this reason modifiers precede it. Note that when the prefix [c] is present the construct [s] is absent:

(34) iš xâm'-at c-âckâys-k
in one-ADJ POSS-sleeping-POSS
'during one of his naps' (1174.23)

(35) qalpâysat-it c-kâkäsi-t-k
next-ADJ POSS-meeting-POSS
'their next meeting' (108.32)

This situation is parallel to the referential [s] which also cannot directly precede the possessive prefix.

Due to the limitations of the data available for Alsea, there is no good evidence for deciding whether the first and second-person possessive pronouns belong to the same pattern as the construct [s] and possessive [c]. That is, it is impossible to say for sure whether an adjective would precede or follow the possessive pronoun. In his field notes at the Smithsonian, Frachtenberg gives the following constraint (the parse is mine):

(36) qan-i'-sai sin taʔ
die-NCR-DSTR lsgP father
'My father is dead.'

(37) qan-i/-st-it sin taʔ
dead-ADJ lsgP father
'my dead father'

The first example, (36), I would translate 'My father died [long ago].', since the distributive suffix /-sai/ is used to mark the remote past and the perfect aspect (Buckley 1986). At any rate this is definitively a verb-subject construction. In (37) the situation is not so clear. I am confident that the first word is an adjective, but it is not clear that this is a noun phrase. Frachtenberg puts a question mark next to these two sentences as though he is not sure of the translations. Since there is no copula in Alsea, the adjective could easily be predicative rather than attributive, in which case (37) would be a sentence
meaning 'My father is dead.' Thus it is difficult to be certain whether (37) is even relevant to the present discussion.

In the published texts, there is no clear example of an attributive modifier and possessive pronoun concurring, except for the quantifier 'all,' which is free to float outside the NP anyway:

(38) hamstî? *xin hîtsîlam
     all lsgP person
     'all my people' (214.10)

While in (31) above the quantifier follows the determiner as would a normal adjective, the opposite order is equally possible:

(39) hamstî? ga-a hîtsîlam
     all ERG-REF person
     'all the people' (54.17)

Given this ability to float, the position of the quantifier in (38) does not tell us anything definitive about the possessive pronoun.

One other construction might be interpreted as evidence that the possessive pronoun follows modifiers:

(40) i's yîrwsis *gin kînâxayî
     to own lsgP neighbor
     'towards our own neighbors' (184.13)

(41) yîrwsis *xin kînâxayî
     own lsgP neighbor
     'my own neighbors' (184.15)

Here the element [yîrwsis] precedes the possessive pronoun. But again, the significance of this fact is unclear since [yîrwsis] is not a typical modifier; it takes no [t] suffix here, and has the internal morphology of a noun. I have also found no examples of [yîrwsis] serving as a modifier of a noun with a deictic-referential determiner, with which (40) and (41) could be compared.

One fact argues in the opposite direction, that the possessive pronouns pattern like the referential [s], and should precede modifiers: the transcription that Frachtenberg uses. He writes both the possessive prefix [c] and the construct [s] as part of the word that follows – consistent with the common syntactic pattern described above – but the deictic-referential determiner and the possessive pronouns as separate words, suggesting that perhaps they pattern together as well. Since they are also found with (secondary?) stress as in (17) they are unlikely to be prefixes on the noun; I think they are probably clitics which occur at the beginning of their noun phrase. It may be that there are other examples in Frachtenberg's notes which bear on this issue, but for the time being I will assume that the possessive pronouns pattern with the referential.
2. The dative [ks]

There is a dative morpheme [ks], most often indicating motion towards the noun ('allative'), which, in an unmodified noun phrase, occurs directly after the noun. Note that this is the situation whether there is just a noun, or a noun with a determiner:

(42) nîx-akṣ
dsg-DAT
for you (174.2)

(43) tâyâçîl-akṣ
village-DAT
'to a village' (34.24)

(44) sin ićâys-ikṣ
lsgP house-DAT
'home, to my house' (220.1)

(45) a-s pût-ikṣ
DEI-REF boat-DAT
'into the boat' (220.21)

One might conclude from such examples that [ks] appears at the end of the NP end is a postposition. When a modifier is present, however, the dative occurs after that modifier instead of after the noun:

(46) kîs ay-îy-m ... [ câmâs-î-ikṣ ] s-mihudâys ]
RES go-INCH-INTR different-ADJ-DAT CSTR-tribe
'so he would go to different tribes' (34.15)

(47) kîs ay-îy-m [ qâhîl-ikṣ ] tayâçîl]
RES go-INCH-INTR different-DAT CSTR-village
'so he would go to a different village' (34.22)

(48) xâm'-t-ikṣ lâhwi'
one-ADJ-DAT place
'to one place' (46.11)

In an NP where the head noun is preceded by a possessor NP, the dative comes after the possessor:

(49) ku-hâm tâ-he-ikṣ2 c-qânu-k
DEI-your father-DAT-PL Pubs-sweathouse-POSS
'to your fathers' sweathouse' (150.29)

Note that in (49) the movement is toward the sweathouse, not 'your fathers', even though the dative comes after the latter element.

There is no example of a modified noun with both a determiner and the dative present. This is not terribly surprising since neither the determiner nor the dative is found very frequently with a modified noun in the first place. Still, due to this gap in the data we cannot be absolutely certain that in an example such as (26) the dative would come after the adjective instead of
after the determiner or even somewhere else. But given the behavior of the dative in (45) and (49), where the determiners are ignored for the definition of 'second position', it seems safe to suppose that the dative would in fact come after the adjective in (26). I will make this assumption in my analysis.

2.1 Adverbs

It is not clear what role adverbs play in the noun phrase. The dative has not been found together with an adverb in attributive position before a noun; the few examples available are with locative adverbials. There the adverb [cáma] 'very (much) seems to be ignored for the placement of [ks]:

(50) hiŋka [cáma] nišk-ŋs ay-ay
    just very far-DAT go-INCH
    'he went very far' (168.9)

But [cáma] is also found completely separated from the phrase it modifies, making it unclear where it should be positioned in the structure:

(51) nišk-ŋs hiŋka cáma ay-ay
    far-DAT just very go-INCH
    'he went very far' (158.15)

The same facts relative to [ks] seem true of another adverbial modifier, [tuši] 'a little':

(52) tysi qawzán-ŋs
    a little above-DAT
    'he moved a little higher' (76.35)

Since the adverb in many cases occurs rather freely separated from what it seems to modify (similar to the quantifiers), and since these examples are adverbial and not nominal, I will not attempt to incorporate them into my analysis. A phrase such as 'to the very big house' would be necessary to determine with any certainty the behavior of these adverbs.

2.2 Another second-position noun-phrase clitic

There is a common clitic [awk] 'in, inside which seems to have several possible domains: S, V, and NP. Although it is clearly attested in only one example, it appears that [awk] can behave like [ks] when it is prepositional:

(53) xam-ˈ-awk s-wulliŋ
    one-ADJ-in CSTR-year
    'for one year' (120.26)

This clitic shows up in the same position as the dative, and can be analyzed in the same way.

3. Analysis

I will now offer a formal analysis of the data discussed above. Unfortunately it cannot be pursued with complete thoroughness because the data necessary to check the validity of certain predictions are simply not
available in the existing corpus. Still, it should useful to try to formalize what has been described.

3.1 Klavans' parameters

In the typology of clitics in Klavans (1985), it is possible to specify the behavior of a clitic with three parameters:

P1) **Dominance** - whether the clitic is positioned relative to the initial or final constituent within its domain;

P2) **Precedence** - whether the clitic is positioned before or after that constituent; and

P3) **Phonological Liaison** - whether the clitic attaches phonologically to the preceding or following word (i.e. whether it is an enclitic or proclitic).

Klavans allows the specification of the domain of the clitic (the constituent to which P1 makes reference), including S, V, and N, but does not explicitly integrate this option into her set of parameters; the domain should perhaps be thought of as a fourth parameter, different from the others since it is not a binary choice. Among the eight clitic types possible given the three binary parameters, the dative [kx] is a Type 3 clitic: it encliticizes (P3) after (P2) the initial element of its phrase (P1). Unlike the common second-position clitics which occur in this position under S, however, the Asea clitic occurs under NP.

There is a potential problem in this description of the placement of [kx]: where do the determiners fit in? Recall from (44) and (45) that they are ignored for the purposes of determining the initial constituent of the NP. If we consider the determiners to be clitics themselves, then they could automatically be ignored by whatever rule places [kx] after the first (nonclitic) constituent of the NP. Note that the determiners would be Type 2 clitics, which procliticize before the first element of the phrase. There is some independent evidence that the determiners are in fact clitics. For example, both the deictics and the referential are found as part of the same stress group as the following full word. The only time stress is marked on a determiner is when it is more than one syllable, in which case it probably reflects the relative stress on the two syllables of the determiner itself - a secondary level of stress which is subordinate to the primary stress of the word to which the determiner clitic attaches. There is no direct evidence for this stress being secondary, but note that while unusual it is not impossible for a clitic to receive stress (Wanner 1978).

The Klavans typology is not completely satisfying as an analysis because it simply describes the position of the clitics without offering a formal explanation of how they got there. I will now propose an analysis which accounts for the behavior of the clitics as well as the overall structure of the noun phrase as described above. Although it is not central to the analysis, I will assume Government-Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981).

3.2 The basic structure of the noun phrase

The deictics, the referential [s], and the possessive pronouns are base-generated in specifier position in the NP. They are created from their
component parts, e.g. [ku] and [s], by the morphology. These determiners are lexically specified as proclitics, so that they must combine with a full word at some point in the derivation. 4

Adjectives are adjoined to the noun that they modify. This allows for the iteration found in example (28). The adjectival [s] and construct [s] are generated by a structure-sensitive rule similar to that which generates the English genitive: an adjective or noun adjoined to an N takes the suffix [s], and the adjoined-to noun takes the prefix [s]:

(54)  
| / \  | / \  |
| N   | N   |
| A   | A-t s-N |

Exception must be allowed for those modifiers (such as quantifiers) which allow the omission of one of the affixes.

There is a slight complication due to the fact that when a noun already has the possessive prefix [c] it does not take the construct [s] or referential [s] in addition. This exclusion can be explained naturally by treating [c] as carrying the features [-referential, -construct], thus making either [s] redundant. These features are semantically motivated since a possessed noun is necessarily referential, and is in construct with its possessor (whether phonetically realized as a separate NP or not).

Note that under this analysis all nouns, including those consisting internally of an adjunction structure, must be marked with the construct prefix:

(55)  
| / \  |
| N   |
| A-t s-N |
| / \  |
| A-t s-N |

This structure reflects the data given in (28), where the terminal string comes out as A-t s-[A-t s-N]. Since the rightmost adjective-noun combination is itself a noun, we are not required to say that the first construct [s] is prefixed to an adjective.

As mentioned earlier, one might want to argue for an analysis which equates the referential and construct [s]. For example, there is often no referential [s] before a modifier-noun combination, as in (29), so there is some motivation for saying that the [s] preceding the noun is actually the referential. This is problematic, however, because it is possible to have more than one construct [s] when more than one modifier precedes the noun. If this construct is really the referential then the second instance is redundant - it seems in fact more structural (construct) than meaningful (referential). In addition, the familiar deictic-referential combination appears when a deictic is present, e.g. (26), and this does not affect the presence of the construct. Thus there would have to be some ad hoc rule stating that a deictic preceding a modifier-noun combination takes a redundant referential suffix - even though such a redundant suffix is not used before the possessive [c]. Of course, under my construct analysis it is still necessary to say that
referentiality is not explicitly marked unless a determiner is present, though this is not too unnatural since a modified noun is typically referential anyway. The complexity of the situation is likely due to the origin of the construct [s] as a referential determiner which has been reanalyzed as a simple structural element, with the residual effect that a noun in construct is assumed to be referential.

The ergative proclitic is inserted by a structural rule such as the following (the node IP 'inflection phrase' is equivalent to S)

(56)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{IP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{NP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{VP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{V} \\
\end{array}
\]

The internal structure of the subject NP is irrelevant to this rule, which always places the [qa] clitic at the beginning of the NP.

Independent pronouns are base-generated in N. They are inherently [-referential] so that if they take a determiner, there will be no referential [s] included (similar to possessed nouns). Like other nouns, they are lexical categories and serve as the head of a clitic group (see below). When a deictic is present it procliticizes, e.g. (5), and the preposition [ks] encliticizes, as in (42).

3.3. The clitics

The dative [ks] is the head of a preposition phrase; this is desirable because it functions semantically like any other preposition and the parallel structure avoids potential problems in interpretation. This preposition, however, is lexically marked as enclitic, so it must at some point attach to the end of a word. The following structures are posited for modified and unmodified nouns:

(57a)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{PP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{NP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{Det} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{A} \\
\end{array}
\]

(b) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{PP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{NP} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{Det} \\
/ \\ \\
\text{A} \\
\end{array}
\]

I am adopting from Hayes (1984) the notion of a clitic group, which is defined as a content word (V, N, A) along with the clitics which attach to it. In the simplest and most common case, a clitic attaches to the content word in its left or right with which it shares membership in the greatest number of syntactic categories - i.e. the word which is dominated by the greatest number of nodes which also dominate the clitic. Thus the determiners in (57) will attach to the following A or N, because they share membership in the category NP which is not shared by whatever word may precede the PP in the
The attachment of the determiner to the following word is straightforward; since the determiner is base-generated in front of its chosen host, it need not even be marked lexically as a proclitic. The preposition [ks], on the other hand, must be marked as an enclitic, and this specification must be satisfied at the level of Phonetic Form. The preposition chooses its host word in the normal way: according to maximal shared category membership. At PF, however, it moves to the end of the clitic group to satisfy the feature [-after], to use Klavans' term for the precedence parameter.3

In the illustration below, W refers to a phonological word, the smallest unit to which the prosodic hierarchy can refer. Each C is a clitic group; every lexical category is automatically the head (host) of a C. Higher levels discussed by Hayes will be ignored here. The preposition [ks] is associated with the following C by the principle of maximal shared categories (58a):

\[
(58a) \quad \begin{array}{c|c|c}
W & W & W \\
\hline
-ks & cáms-t & s-mihudáys
\end{array}
\]

At PF the preposition moves from the left side of the clitic group to the right side, not changing its association but merely its position relative to the host (58b). Note that this movement does not result in crossed association lines since the clitic and its host are associated with the same C node, not adjacent ones. The [i] vowel in the output (46) is inserted by a postlexical rule of oepenthesis whose domain is the clitic group.

The movement of the clitic is forced by the [-after] feature. If one wants to have free movement at PF, as in the syntax, then the determiners and similar clitics would have to be lexically marked as [-before] to prevent them from undergoing the same movement. If movement is allowed only when necessary to satisfy feature requirements, then no lexical marking is needed for the simple cases. This same explanation of the behavior of [ks] can be applied to the clitic [awk] in (53).

Although this is not an issue in Ahen, Klavans discusses a number of examples of clitics which have divided loyalties: the word which is relevant for the positioning of the clitic (also the one with which it shares the most category membership) is different from the word to which it attaches phonologically. In other words, Hayes' rule of clitic attachment is violated. In Kwakwala, for example, case markers occur before the noun they mark but attach phonologically to whatever word precedes them. I assume that clitics like these (which are fairly uncommon cross-linguistically) are lexically marked as exceptions to the normal method of clitic attachment. For example, the Kwakwala case markers can be specified as always associating with the preceding clitic group or [-enclitic] in Klavans' phonological liaison parameter. Note that this [enclitic/proclitic] feature is substantively different from the [before/after] feature discussed above; the first marks an
exception to the general rule of clitic attachment, while the second is completely consistent with it and in fact depends on it crucially.

Normally the Aisese determiner is base-generated as the specifier of the NP (59a). I will assume that when a possessor noun precedes the noun it possesses (as in 12), then it occurs as the specifier as well (59b). This explains the apparent lack of cases where the dependent noun and determiner cooccur before the head noun, since the specifier cannot be doubly filled (59c).

(59a)          NP                        (b) NP                        (c) *NP
               / \                                / \                                / \ 
Det N            NP N                  Det, NP N

When the possessor noun follows the possessed, perhaps as a postposed specifier (60a) or in an adjunct structure (60b), then the determiner of the head is free to occur and both nouns can be determined (as in 14).

(60a)          NP                        (b) NP
               /    \      /    \      /    \ 
Det N' NP      NP N' NP                 NP N
               |    \      |    \      |    \ 
N               Det N                   Det N Det N

The movement of the preposition [ks] to a position after the possessor noun in (45) works in exactly the same way as for the adjective described above, although the syntactic structure is slightly different:

(61)          PP
            / \                        / \                        / \ 
            P NP                       NP N

The dependent possessor NP is chosen as host by maximal shared categories, and the clitic undergoes the movement illustrated in (58).6

4. Conclusion

I have examined the structure of the Aisese noun phrase and proposed an analysis to account for the behavior of the clitic [ks] while treating it as a preposition. The dative is lexically marked with the feature [-after] so that, due to the effect of the rule of clitic assignment at the level of PP, the preposition is forced to move to the end of the clitic group. The determiner clitics are also easily accounted for in this framework.
I am grateful to Oti Mital-El, David Cline, and Jack Martin for discussion of the ideas in this paper. All errors are of course my own. Data are from Frachtenberg; numbers in parentheses indicate the page and line from which the example is taken; those preceded by a ‘/’ are from Frachtenberg (1917), otherwise (1920). The transcription has been partially phonemized according to the conclusions in Buckley (1989). This paper is based on work supported under a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship. A portion of this paper was presented at the LSA annual meeting in New Orleans on December 30, 1988. The following abbreviations are used here:

**Abbreviations for pronouns:**

1, 2, 3 first, second, third person

sg, du, pl singular, dual, plural

S, O, P subject, object, possessive

2 The plural clitic [z] is a second-position sentential clitic, normally marking the subject ‘they’, which here marks the plurality of the word ‘father’. Its location outside the dative clitic is apparently due to its origin outside the noun phrase.

3 Frachtenberg often marks stress on monosyllabic words belonging to a major lexical category, so the lack of stress on most determiners cannot be attributed simply to their having only one syllable.

4 I have written the determiners as separate words for the sake of clarity and also consistency with Frachtenberg. Phonologically, however, they are clitics.

5 The term ‘enclitic’ would perhaps be more standard here but since Klavans uses that for the phonological liaison parameter I have kept her terminology to avoid confusion.

6 After the presentation of this paper at LSA, Steve Anderson referred me to his description of determiners in Kwakwala which occur in second position in the NP (Anderson 1984). It was also pointed out that the ancient Indo-European languages have such clitics, as seen in the Latin *magnae* cum laude. See also Radanović-Kocić (1988) for a discussion of the possessive dative in Serbo-Croatian, and Leslau (1967) for the definite article in Amharic.
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LINGUISTIC BORROWING
IN
CHICANO LITERATURE

Eliverio Chávez

Abstract: A preliminary investigation was conducted in order to ascertain the extent of linguistic borrowing in Chicano literature. The findings indicate the use of loanwords, loanblends, and loanshifts, but no examples of hybrid creation and grammatical borrowing. The use of loans correlates with characters marked by negative social qualities, which expresses a common attitude toward the use of nonstandard forms. The results help to define the relationship between Chicano literature and Chicano sociolinguistics.

Languages in contact inevitably result in linguistic borrowing, and the interchange of lexica between English and Spanish has been the focus of numerous studies (Fraser 1975). The fact that this phenomenon is also manifest in Chicano literature is not unexpected. In truth, many Chicano authors are acutely aware of the manifestations of linguistic hybridism which result in heterogeneous forms such as code-switching and linguistic borrowing. As a consequence, some Chicano writers have tried to imitate these phenomena through a fiction of mimesis (Keller 1979). The extent to which these writers are able to duplicate the speech patterns of the speech community is based on their knowledge of linguistics as well as their perception of linguistic norms within the Chicano community. Admittedly, some Chicano authors use loans purely for stylistic purposes, which do not conform to the sociolinguistic norms of the community. However, the production of these aberrant forms indicate that the linguistic process is viable even though the product is atypical.

With respect to the sociolinguistic norms of a speech community, there are lexical classes which are more susceptible to borrowing. There is a consensus amongst linguists that members of the open class such

as nouns, verbs and adjectives are more readily borrowed than those of closed classes such as pronouns, conjunctions and prepositions. There is also a general agreement that nouns are the most frequently borrowed class (Bynon 1979). For example, Higa (1979), in a study which investigated the parts of speech comprising English loanwords in Japanese, reports that of the 5,018 English loans which were studied, 4,606 or 91.8 percent were nouns. A study by Espinosa (1917) on the influence of English on New Mexican Spanish also supports the notion that nouns are more frequently borrowed. In his study nouns comprise 69.2 percent of the total while verbs comprise 11.4 percent and adjectives, 7.1 percent.

The classification of loans based on types has been treated by various linguists; for example, Higa (1979) formulated a typology of word-borrowing based on the relationship between the dominant and subordinate culture as well as national borders. Weinreich (1963), who conducted research on problems related to the psychological and sociocultural setting of bilingualism and language contact, has suggested various ways in which loanwords can affect the receiving lexicon. However, the standard of excellence in the description and classification of linguistic borrowing is undoubtedly, the study by Haugen (1950), and it is Haugen's classification which will serve as a basis for the analysis of linguistic borrowing in Chicano literature in the present study.

Definition of Operational Terms

The following outline will provide a condensed treatment of Haugen's analysis and will serve as a definition of operational terms. It should be noted that Haugen's treatment has been revised in the category of grammatical borrowing.

I. ANALOGUE: lexical terms that are interlingually similar. (ex. Span. carta and Eng. card)
   A. Homophone: the interlingual similarity is purely phonetic. (ex. Span. ganga 'bargain' and Eng. gang)
   B. Homologue: the interlingual similarity is purely semantic. (ex. Span. ezaq and Eng. dollar)

II. LOANWORD: lexical terms that are characterized by semantic importation and complete substitution of native phonemes.
(ex. SW Span. espaduá borrowed from Eng. yeast powder)

III. LOANBLEND: lexical terms that exhibit morphemic substitution as well as morphemic importation.
A. Blended Stem (ex. espeletrear in which the stem is comprised of Eng. spell and Span. deletre-a-)
B. Blended Derivative (ex. besequer in which the term is derived from Eng. to backup and the Span. morphemes a and r; the thematic vowel and marker of infinitive respectively)
C. Blended Compound (ex. Glenrio which consists of components that are words: Eng. glen and Span. rio)

IV. LOANSHIFT: lexical terms and phrases that demonstrate morphemic substitution and semantic importation as well as functional shifts of native morphemes.
A. Loan Translation: compound substitution which results in the translation of the constituents of a compound term. (ex. escuela alta which is a translation of Eng. high school)
B. Syntactic Substitution: morphemic substitution which extends to complete phrases. (ex. tener buen tiempo from Eng. to have a good time)
C. Semantic Loan: native terms in which semantic importation is the only indication of borrowing.
1. Loan Homonym: terms in which the borrowed meaning has nothing in common with the original meaning. (ex. Span. vara: the original meaning is a unit of length equal to three feet; the borrowed meaning is an area or plot of grass at the rear or in front of a house or building)
2. Loan Synonym: terms which are characterized by semantic overlapping between the original meaning and the borrowed meaning; the semantic importation adds a new shade of meaning to the native morpheme. (ex. Span. lectura: the original meaning is 'reading'; the borrowed meaning is 'lecture')
a. Semantic Displacement: terms from the native language are applied to novel cultural phenomena that are similar to cultural phenomena in the native culture. (ex. Span. dos reales displaces Eng. quarter)
b. Semantic Confusion: terms in which semantic distinctions in the native language are lost through the influence of partial interlingual synonymity between the donor language and the borrowing language. (ex. Span. biblioteca imports semantic properties from Eng. library producing semantic confusion as biblioteca is substituted for biblioteca)

V. HYBRID CREATION: terms which are created within the borrowing language due to contact with a foreign culture, but are not imitations of a foreign model in that no model exists in the foreign language. (ex. Yaqui lišenóqua 'to pray' from Span. Dios and Yaqui póoka 'speak')

VI. GRAMMATICAL BORROWING: changes in syntax due to influence and interference from a foreign language.
A. Intraphrasal loans (ex. mi tío's cama from Eng. possessive construction my uncle's bed)
B. Interphrasal loans (ex. No tengo nadie que estudiar con. from Eng. I don't have anyone to study with. This loan interferes with the embedding of a relative clause.)

Linguistic Analysis

The following analysis of Chicano literature includes works which were written primarily in Spanish and/or works in which there was a deliberate effort by the author to imitate the nonstandard linguistic forms generated by the Chicano speech community. As a consequence, no effort was made to examine literature in which there was a conscious attempt to utilize educationally prescribed lexical items and syntactic constructions.
All the writers included in the analysis are considered to be major authors in their respective genre (Bruce-Novos 1980; Tatum 1982). Two of the three novelists included in the present study were winners of an annual literary prize, the Premio Quinto Sol: Tomás Rivera in 1970 for La guerra en mi tierra, and Rolando Hinojosa in 1972 for Estamos del valle y otras obras. Both of these works were analyzed for the present study. The third novelist, Miguel Méndez M., in addition to being one of the leading novelists is also one of the masters of the Chicano short story (Tatum 1982). His collection of short stories, Tata Catshua y otros cuentos, and his novel, Peregrinos de Aztlan, are both included in the analysis. Two poets are represented in the present study: Alurista (Alberto Urista) and Sergio Elizondo. Both are considered to be major social poets (Tatum 1982). The poetic works included in the examination of borrowing are Alurista’s Floricanto en Aztlan, one of his earlier books of poetry, and Elizondo’s two books of poetry, Perros y Antiperros and Libro para batos y chavales chicanas. The playwright who was chosen for the analysis, Luis Valdez, is undoubtedly the most influential dramatist in the development of Chicano theater (Huerta 1982). The book of plays examined in the present study, Actos, is a compilation of dramatic forms called “actos” and represents various works by Luis Valdez and other members of El Teatro Campesino, a Chicano theater group founded by Valdez.

With regard to linguistic borrowing, all the authors included in the analysis utilize various forms of loans. However, two writers are especially noted for their use of nonstandard lexical constructions: Miguel Méndez M. and Alurista. Méndez uses a complicated blend of standard Spanish, Mexicanisms, pachuquismos, and a mixture of Spanish, English and Yaqui. In a similar manner, Alurista has developed a unique style of poetry with his combination of English, Spanish, and barrio slang (Tatum 1982). In essence, the authors and works in the present analysis offers a representative sample of linguistic borrowing in Chicano literature.

A preliminary examination of the literature indicates that Chicano authors use a substantial number of loanwords, loanblends, and loanshifts; however, hybrid creations and grammatical borrowings are virtually nonexistent. With regard to loanwords, this category was utilized by practically every author whose work was analyzed, and loans of this type were present.
in every literary genre. A few examples include fonis < fannies, i.e., comic strips; dompe < dump; trocam < trucks (Rivera 1976: 9, 17, 83); birlia < beer; gliaino < wino (Méndez 1979: 23, 45); lonchi < lunch (Méndez 1980: 89), cherifes < sheriffs (Elizondo 1977: 28), yaque < jack (Hinojosa 1973: 23); filmes < fields; mateche < station; lituete < ticket (Valdez 1971: 39, 142).

Loanblends are also well represented in Chicano literature. The most numerous subcategory is blended derivatives with substantially fewer blended compounds and no examples of blended stems. Some examples of blended derivatives are troquitas < truckstitas; dompero < duapero (Rivera 1976: 9, 18), huachame < watchtam; chaino < maineto (Méndez 1979: 23, 90), honito < homirito (Valdez 1971: 58). Blended compounds were found in poetry and drama. With respect to poetry, most terms were produced in works by Alurista; for example, piscafiire < piscacfire (1976: 52). Valdez also generated blended compounds such as tacobender < tacotbender (1971: 106). This preliminary analysis of Chicano literature produced no examples of blended stems such as espeletrear < spelldeletrear, although such forms have been reported by linguists (Craddock 1976).

Loanshifts are also used extensively by Chicano authors. Examples of loan translations include perro caliente < hot dog, and perro de chile < chili dog (Méndez 1978: 35). Semantic loans are represented by both loan hononyms such as ganga < gang (Elizondo 1972: 42), and loan synonyms such as principal < high school principal (Rivera 1976: 14). Within the subcategory of loan synonyms there are examples of semantic displacement such as pesos < dólares (Rivera 1976: 110), but there are no examples of semantic confusion, a category well documented in linguistic studies (Craddock 1976; Haugen 1950), and which includes terms such as libreria < library. Likewise, within the subcategory of loanshifts there are no examples of syntactic substitutions like responder para atrás < to talk back, which have also been reported in works by linguists (Lance 1975: 50).

Other categories which were not produced by this preliminary analysis are hydrid creation and grammatical borrowing. It is not surprising that there are no examples of hybrid creation since this type of loan is relatively rare, although Haugen does provide some terms such as liáisnóka 'pray' which is composed
of the loanword liás 'God' from Span. Dios and Yaqui ndoka 'speak' (1950: 220). However, grammatical borrowing, such as mi tío's cama < my uncle's bed, and que yo no sé nada de < that I don't know anything about, is a much more common phenomenon which has been documented in works dealing with linguistics (Hensley 1976) and education (Lastra 1975). As a consequence, one would expect this type of loan to be utilized by Chicano authors.

Conclusion

The preceding analysis of linguistic borrowing in Chicano literature gives a clear indication of the types of loans that are utilized by Chicano authors, and it also gives an indication of the motivation for their use. For example, loans used by Méndez in Peregrinos de Aztlán (1979) are always generated by marginal characters, i.e., those that are marked by psychological instability due to the incorporation of habits and values from two divergent cultures and by incomplete assimilation in either (Stonequist 1961).

Thus, one would have to infer from the low social status of the characters that loans are symbolic of negative social and moral qualities. In fact, the social status of the speaker and the utilization of hybrid forms have been shown to be concomitant factors (Vall-jo 1976). The attitude demonstrated by Chicano authors is not unlike that displayed by language purists who feel that the impact that English has had on the use of Spanish is basically negative and represents an impoverishment of Spanish (Nailo 1954; Granada 1974).

In its most basic sense, linguistic borrowing in Chicano literature is a natural manifestation of language contact as well as cultural contact. However, its use is also a stylistic device which is inherently a statement of language attitudes. In essence, the exclusive use of linguistic hybridism by marginal characters symbolizes a perception by Chicano authors of the low social status of the marginal man, and the negative quality of loans in the Chicano vernacular.

Overall, this preliminary linguistic analysis of Chicano literature has helped to define the parameters and manifestations of language contact as expressed by Chicano authors. In general, the use of loans is quite limited, in fact, they represent less than 1 percent of the total lexical output. There was a greater use of code-switching and barrio slang than linguistic
borrowing. Unexpectedly, the linguistic forms they use are at variance with forms reported by linguists. This discrepancy may reflect a lack of knowledge of linguistics or a deliberate exclusion of the more aberrant forms. At any rate, the results help bring about a better understanding of the interrelationship between Chicano literature and Chicano sociolinguistics.
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